Provision Map case study: Samuels Christian Nursery

ACTIVITY: Maisy Goes Shopping

OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN:
The main objective of this activity is to develop social interaction and communication in a familiar place (supermarket). We are targeting several children with a variety of needs, mainly: medical needs, tolerate delay, EAL, language delay, social interaction and social communication. This activity is able to have an impact in every single area of development for all the children involved.

INTERVENTION:
This activity was child specific and group based. In terms of resources it was a very cost effective activity, which included parent helpers. A well thought staff deployment plan will keep the costs low which can be covered by the EYPP funding.

REVIEW OF IMPACT
Our provision was enhanced and extended outside the setting to a familiar place: a supermarket. It identified different development targets for each individual child in the group and provided personal interaction in a different environment, where the children had to co-operate, listen to each other and follow instructions. It is an activity which accommodates all groups of children including EAL children.

REFLECTIVE EVALUATION
The whole activity was well planned and executed. It included explaining rules for keeping safe and took the learning outside extending it to safety instructions when crossing the road. It was financially viable and extended our provision outside the setting.